To Ms Kolesnikova - (UKR): News of Poltava State Agrarian Academy/ISSN Assignment Request for Bib ID (2500999)

Dear Ms Kolesnikova,

The print and online versions of your serial have been recorded permanently in the ISSN Register as follows:

**ISSN 2415-3354**

Key title: Visnik Poltavsʹkoï deržavnoï agrarnoï akademii (Print)
Abbreviated key title: Visn. Poltav. derž. agrar. akad. (Print)
Parallel title: News of Poltava State Agrarian Academy
Variant title: Visnik PDAA

**ISSN 2415-3362**

Key title: Visnik Poltavsʹkoï deržavnoï agrarnoï akademii (Online)
Abbreviated key title: Visn. Poltav. derž. agrar. akad. (Online)

**URL:** [http://www.pdaa.edu.ua/content/visnyk-poltavskoyi-derzhavnoyi-agrarnoyi-akademiyi](http://www.pdaa.edu.ua/content/visnyk-poltavskoyi-derzhavnoyi-agrarnoyi-akademiyi)

Please note the instructions hereafter (taken from the ISO standard 3297 which defines the ISSN and its uses):

- for the print version, it is recommended to print this ISSN prominently on each issue of your publication, preceded by the letters ISSN, preferably in the upper right hand corner of the cover page.
- for the online version, it is recommended to display this ISSN prominently on the title screen or homepage of your publication, preceded by the letters ISSN.

**On your website both ISSN can be displayed as follows:**

**ISSN 2415-3362** (Online), ISSN **2415-3354** (Print)

- distinct ISSN have to be assigned if different versions of your publications are published (different languages versions, different media versions such as CD-ROM, etc.). Please submit one ISSN request for each version at [http://www.issn.org/services/requesting-an-issn/](http://www.issn.org/services/requesting-an-issn/)

- as the ISSN is permanently linked to the key title, please let us know any changes in the title of your publications and send the appropriate copies (title and cover pages with the new title printed on) and the URL of your online publication to issnic2@issn.org so that we can check whether a new ISSN assignment is needed or not;

- please let us know also all the other changes (publisher’s name, place of publication, frequency, URL …) so that we can update the description of your publications accordingly in the ISSN Register.

Do not hesitate to contact us at issnic2@issn.org if you need more information.

Yours sincerely,

Irina STRELNIKOVA-NAULIN (Mrs)
Librarian / Information specialist
Data, Network & Standards Department
ISSN International Centre
45 rue de Turbigo, 75003 Paris
France
Tel: +33 1 44 88 22 20
E-mail: issnic2@issn.org
Website: [www.issn.org](http://www.issn.org)
ROAD: [http://road.issn.org](http://road.issn.org)
Visit us on
Dear ISSN user,

Thank you very much for the request you just submitted. It will be processed in due course.

This processing time cannot be guaranteed if your request is incomplete.

Please verify carefully that you provided all the required documents and information.

Always provide the ID number of the ISSN request (bib id) or ISSN (if already assigned) as a reference in any correspondence or e-mail exchange with us.

Bib-ID: 2500999

Title: News of Poltava State Agrarian Academy

Title of the publication: News of Poltava State Agrarian Academy

Title of the publication in original characters: Visnyk Poltavs'koyi Derzhavnoyi Agrarnoyi Academiyi

Name of the publisher : Poltava State Agrarian Academy

Name of the publisher : Poltavs'ka Derzhavna Agrarna Academiya

City of Publication : Poltava

City of publication : Poltava

Country code : UKR

Status of Publication : Current serial (c)

Start date of publication or projected start date for pre-publications : 1998

Frequency: Quarterly (q)

Language : Other language (und)

Medium : Print (ta)

Internet address of the publication (URL) : http://www.pdaa.edu.ua/content/visnyk-poltavskoyi-derzhavnoyi-agrarnoyi-akademiyi

Title: Ms.

Name: Kolesnikova Oksana

Address: Gregoriy Skovoroda st., 1/3, Poltava State Agrarian Academy, 36003

City: Poltava

Country: Ukraine

Email : visnyk@pdaa.edu.ua

Telephone: +38 066 712-67-73

Company/Institution : Poltava State Agrarian Academy

You are: Editor

Comments : Multiple Languages publication but the main language is Ukrainian. Print and Online publication.